
 

 
 

 

Your students will watch a video skit and discuss expectation vs. reality and come 
to understand that the “not yet” of what Jesus will do is beyond our greatest 
expectations. 

Materials: 
• Internet access 

As students enter your classroom, encourage then to think about one thing/event/person they are 
excited for and looking forward to (doing/attending/seeing) in the near future. After most students 
have arrived, call on various students and ask them what they thought of. After students share, 
ask:  

➢ Do you think this (fill in the blank with activity/event/person/etc.) will live up to your 
expectations? (Invite students to share their opinions. There are no wrong answers.) 

This skit isn’t meant to be realistic, rather, it uses humor to get you to think about the 
ridiculousness of the expectations we sometimes have. 

Share this video with your students [8:19; stop at 0:58]: 
It Didn't Go How They Thought It Would | Expectation vs Reality 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm3WmCr10Q8

➢ How were these people’s expectations of their stunts different than the realities of 
how they actually played out? (Possible answers include: people were a bit too optimistic 
about their abilities; they didn’t properly prepare for the tricks; etc.) 

➢ What did you find most humorous about people’s unrealistic expectations for these 
stunts? (Answers will vary.) 

➢ Can you relate to these examples when it comes to your own expectations for what 
life will be like for you? (Answers will vary, invite honest answers here.) 

➢ Is it important to have expectations? (Answers will vary. Students may note that it is 
always good to “play things through” in our heads before we actually encounter them so that 
we can think through what the reality of the situation may be like.) 
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Frequently, we are disappointed by expectations we set that are way too high for a 
person or experience to meet, and—just like in the video—we end up being disappointed. 
Imagine a situation where it is impossible to expect too much! Today we’re going to talk 
about just that: not being able to set our expectations high enough. Let’s look further at 
what that means. 

(Continue on to Steps 2 and 3 in your teacher’s guide; your Step 4 appears below.) 



 

 

 

Materials: 
• Index cards 
• Pens/pencils 

If your class is meeting online, invite students to bring index cards and pens/pencils to class. 

Many people in Jesus’ time did not believe Jesus could possibly be God. The Jews were 
perplexed by Jesus’ statements such as “Where I go, you cannot come” and “whoever obeys 
my word will never see death.” Jesus’ words were filled with spiritual meaning, but the Jews 
could only see them literally and became frustrated with Jesus, even wanting to kill Him.  

Realizing that Jesus is greater than our expectations is what today’s lesson is about. Our 
memory verse from Colossians 1:17 confirms this idea, “He is before all things, and in him 
all things hold together.” The idea of Jesus being before all things can be a difficult concept 
because most people think of Jesus’ birth, death, and resurrection in consecutive order, but 
Jesus being before time is one of the great mysteries of the Trinity.  

Hand out supplies (or invite students to have them ready at home). Encourage students to 
write today’s memory verse on an index card so they can remember this truth. Encourage students 
to contemplate the last sentence, “and in him all things hold together.” This is one way Jesus 
is greater than our expectations. Jesus holds everything together; without Him everything 
would fall apart. 

➢ Have students break down the word expectations. What word is in the word 
“expectations”? (Expect.) 

➢ What things can we expect from Jesus in the future? (Have students list things that 
they know about Jesus. That Jesus will come again! Jesus will restore the world. Jesus will 
come as judge. Jesus will ride a white horse, etc. There are many answers that are correct 
here. Let students come up with as many as possible.) 

➢ We talked about expectation vs. reality earlier in today’s lesson. How might reality 
surpass expectation when it comes to our future with Jesus? (Answers will vary. If no one 
brings it up, have a volunteer read 1 Corinthians 2:9. Remind students that God has told us 
that we can’t even begin to imagine how wonderful it will be. We can never expect too 
much!)  
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In our week ahead, there may be expectations about things to come that we are excited 
about. A new year is full of expectations and that is natural and normal. Keep in mind, 
however, that human expectations can fail, but having great expectations about Jesus is 
something that will never fail us. Jesus is greater than our expectations.  

Tell students to flip over their index card and write down the thing they are expectantly 
looking forward to (in this week/month/year) Next to this thing, write today’s lesson focus: Jesus 
is greater than our expectations.  

Have students pair up and pray for each other this week as they face their own expectations 
related to their lives and try to weigh these things in light of Jesus’ expectations for our future 
with Him. (If your class is meeting online, you can use the breakout room feature of your video 
chat software.) Give students a minute or two to talk about the thing they are in expectation of 
and discuss together how putting their expectations on Jesus can be an encouragement for them. 
It isn’t easy to wait, yet we can anticipate great things when we put our trust in Jesus. 

Close in prayer for the entire group thanking Jesus for being greater than our expectations and 
for being trustworthy. Pray for guidance as students face each day living with their expectations 
vs. the realities of their lives. Ask for help in turning to Jesus as their greatest expectation.   

(We are not affiliated with and do not endorse any website or any other media listed on these 
pages. At the time of writing, we carefully review the referenced material and non-referenced web 
page content. However, due to the nature of the Internet, non-cited content on the website 
[including pop-ups, links, and ads] changes frequently and is beyond our control. Please review 
carefully before showing links in the classroom.)


